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Creative Yoga for Children gives a straightforward, ready-to-teach Montessori-structured yoga
program for children age twelve and under. Following age-appropriate classroom themes, the
book's forty complete, one-hour lessons are made to health supplement any learning
environment and so are available to parents and teachers alike--no special teaching is required.
In a recently available study by California Condition University, Los Angeles, yoga was found to
improve students' behavior, physical wellness, academic efficiency, and attitudes toward
themselves. Produced from the educational philosophy of Dr. Maria Montessori and the author's
own knowledge in the classroom and yoga exercise studio, Creative Yoga for Children allows
kids to move at their own pace also to be free to learn and develop within a non-competitive,
nurturing placing. Enhanced with over 100 black and white photos, the book's designs, or
lessons, are divided by age range (ages 4-6, seven to nine, and ten to twelve) and explore topics
in line with the child's developmental level. For four- to six-year-olds you can find twenty hour-
long lessons on subjects which range from colors and the vacation seasons to noises and terms.
Ten hour-lengthy lessons for seven- to nine-year-olds present such topics because the body,
countries of the world, botany, zoology, and the universe. For ten- to twelve-year-olds, ten hour-
long lessons cover the surroundings, geometry, the planet earth, fractions, the food chain, and
more. With this preset structure, the children feel safe while getting challenged and inspired. A
discussion of the theme and intention of the lesson is normally accompanied by a warm-up of
yoga poses. An important resource for the 4,000 certified Montessori schools in the U. The
course winds down with breath work, a craft, and often a tale., this book will appeal to yoga
exercises teachers, classroom teachers, parents, and anyone who works with children. Following
the framework of a classroom lesson strategy, each lesson incorporates components of yoga
including poses, breath work, meditation, and mindfulness. Study also shows that the
advantages of yoga are especially strong among children with special requirements. This
publication demonstrates how yoga can become a fun daily practice inside or beyond your
school classroom. The children then engage in a cooperative "connecting" activity made to bring
them collectively, and a great and lively theme-oriented activity which involves movement and
awareness.S. Finally, there is relaxation period and a guided meditation.
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Incomplete information The book is somewhat useful. I was looking for a more pleasurable
focused book with tips for poses for children. However becoming both yoga teacher and
Montessorian I am disappointed with the lack of traditional yoga brands. The animal names are
adorable but 10year olds aren't mooing and making monkey sounds on their mats. There is a
nice movement to the lessons, building skills creatively. I infact have a problem with some of
the poses, I have no idea what newt, kayak, mosquito or jelly seafood pose are and when
someone been trained in both yoga exercise and Montessori can’t figure it out then it is certain
kids will miss out. Great ideas There are always a ton of lesson plans and great ideas in this
book.Each lesson plan is well thought out and outlined, right down to the timing, and provides a
safe and integrative method of working yoga in to a child's daily routine. This can get yourself a
little pricey and children get very distracted by the props launched so be aware. The right
inspirational concepts For partner and group activities. Some good inspirational ideas For
partner and group activities Very little description of yoga sequences although there is a page in
the rear of postures to make use of. This is how I understood this book was for me personally.
The writer allowed you to visit a lot. I must say i liked how you can appearance inside this book.
To many words This book was bit technical for me personally.- Forty kids yoga exercises lesson
programs, each including Educational Components, Props, Purpose, Warm-up, Connect, Activity,
Breath, Arts and Crafts, Book, Partner Pose, Meditation, and Gratitude. It help me to gain more
knowledge on children yoga and I managed included on some tasks. A great way to teach! It
really is disappointing that if a teacher wishes to include this work to their curriculum they
would not need the various tools. Easy and fun to check out for both teacher and student. Take a
look. I like the idea, especially paired with Montessori elements.For those who have not worked
with kids much it might be a good publication. I was disappointed. Superb resource for teachers
teaching yoga in the classroom Here's why I really like the Innovative Yoga for Children book:-
Class themes separated into classes for age groups four to six, seven to nine, and ten to twelve. I
really like this book I love this book.That is a great go-to resource for teaching yoga to children
in the classroom.- Excellent source book for teachers who are looking to include some fun and
movement to their curriculum over summer and winter. Themes that I would have used as a
teacher include The Sea, Halloween, The Universe and Beyond, Our Earth, Forest Lifestyle,
Countries of the Globe, YOUR BODY Systems, Environmental Actions, De-Stress to review, The
Earth's Components, and Healthy Food Choices.- Black-and-white photos of the teacher and
students demonstrating the poses. I recommend adding this reserve to your children yoga
reference collection!Giselle ShardlowKids Yoga StoriesAuthor of yoga-motivated children's
books, including Sophia's Jungle Adventure Basically the Best Book about Children's Yoga As a
yoga instructor, teacher and Montessori mother I can claim with certainty that this book is the
prefect combination of education and yoga. Most of the activities generally involve using props
and items.for a complete review [...]
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